
 

 

 Butler Performance Limited Warranty 
2336 Hwy 43 South 

Leoma, TN  38468 
PH: 931-762-4596    Fax: 931-766-1245 

 

Warranty Disclaimer:  NO WARRANTY ON RACE ENGINES or engines used in race and/or 

off road competition.  There is no warranty stated or implied due to the unusual stresses placed 

on racing parts and because we have no control over how they are installed and used.  Butler 

Performance will not be held liable for any failure or damage caused directly or indirectly from 

use of these products or engine.  The installation and use of these products or engine shall be 

conclusive evidence that the user assumes full responsibility for any damage caused directly or 

indirectly by their use. 
 

Coverage:  Your Butler Performance engine is warranted exclusively against defective workmanship 

by Butler Performance. Each individual part is covered by the manufacturers warranty only. The 

manufacturers warranty does not cover other parts damaged or any other consequential damage as a 

result of their failure. This warranty does not cover problems caused by components not supplied by 

Butler Performance, abuse, abnormal combustion, dirt, lack of lube, overheating, or any improper 

installation (including improper tune-up).  There is no reimbursement for towing, rental cars or trucks, 

or any other consequential damages.   
 

Warranty: This Limited Warranty is for street engines or parts purchased from Butler Performance for 

normal street use only and is valid for 90 days from the date the engine or part leaves Butler 

Performance, Inc. Any engine or parts (i.e. heads, intakes, rocker arms, etc.) that may be defective and 

covered under this warranty must be returned to Butler Performance at your own expense.  The 

customer must remove the engine or parts at his expense and bring (or have delivered) to Butler 

Performance along with the validated copy of the numbered invoice showing the correct engine serial 

number, if applicable, in order to receive warranty consideration. After a Butler Performance 

representative has inspected the engine or parts, we will determine whether or not it is a warrantable 

failure.  If it is our responsibility, Butler Performance will repair the engine or replace failed parts.  

Butler Performance DOES NOT pay or reimburse other parties for repair or services to our product. If 

the engine or part has been modified, partially or completely disassembled, or otherwise altered 

from the way the engine left Butler Performance, Inc., THIS WARRANTY IS VOID. 
 

Limitations:  Liability is limited to repair or replacement of defective parts to original purchaser.  

Butler Performance reserves the right to make changes in design or add to improvements of their 

products without incurring an obligation to install the same on engines (or other products) previously 

built.  This warranty shall not apply to any product that has been repaired or altered in any way so as in 

our judgment to affect its performance; or any product that has been subject to misuse, abuse, 

negligence, or any other occurrence beyond the control of Butler Performance.  Return shipping cost 

(to the customer) will also be the customer’s responsibility. 
 

If the failure is not our responsibility, we may elect to repair the engine or replace the parts at a reduced 

cost to help minimize your expense. 
 

The buyer’s right to have the engine repaired (or parts replaced) by Butler Performance on these 

terms is the buyer’s exclusive remedy. If there is a possible problem, call Butler Performance 

immediately to discuss your concerns.  We will assist with the diagnosis and work with you to 

help resolve the problem.   
 

Signature of Buyer:________________________Printed Name____________________Date________ 


